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While on the battlefield back in 1997, Navy SEAL Randy Hetrick came up with the first version of what is now called TRX®. Because avoiding bullets and staying alive wasn't enough. He wanted to stay in shape, too. Now it's rare to go to the gym and not see one hanging from the rafters because suspension training is no
fad anymore. It's business as usual. Now lifts can look at TRX with contempt and think how is this going to make me stronger? But the beauty of TRX is attacking the upper back muscles from different angles and its a great tool for learning this forgotten part of the body that makes this area a force. Why the top spin is
essential for the Big 3Plays role in keeping the spine in neutralHelps to keep the bar close to you when you deadliftUpper back (when engaged) prevents the back squat from turning into a Good Morning Forward shelf for the back squatAn engaged upper back supports and controls the bar path while the bench
pressingPhoto by tankist276/ ShutterstockThe Upper Back Basic Muscle 1. RhomboidsThe rhomboids start with the cervical (neck) vertebra and run diagonally down the back and attach to the inside of the shoulder blades. Their main functions: Adduction Internal rotation Scapula elevation2. The upper Trapezius
Trapezius is a large flat triangular muscle that sits on both sides of the upper back. It starts with the cervical spine (neck) and is attached to all 12 thoracic vertebrae. Its main functions; Scapula adductionScapula elevationScapula external rotationI while there are many good upper back exercises using machines,
dumbbells, rods and weights, TRX provides a pleasant change of pace and allows you to work against your own body weight. Help improve relative strength.5 TRX Upper Back ExercisesSource:A top TRX is you can increase or reduce intensity by adjusting the position of your feet closer or further from the anchor point.
Please judge carefully about your intensity. Although learning barefoot is great, it is not recommended for these exercises because of the risk of slipping and falling.1. TRX One-Armed Series, when you have mastered the two-way TRX series and you are looking for a more challenging task, one string of hands fits the bill.
This helps correct the strength imbalance between the sides and provides anti-rotation benefits as well. Tips and suggestions on programmingKeep yourself up front to anchor the point and shoulders down and chest all the time. Do this exercise with control because there is no need to hurry. 2. TRX Inverted RowThe
barbell inverted a row of clutch locks in more or under the position. But with the TRX Inverted Row you can go behind-the-scenes, top, neutral or anything in between. And it's helpful if you have any wrist, elbow or shoulder issues. Tips and SuggestionsKeeping your body in a straight straight line is important. You do this
by attracting your buttocks. This is made more difficult by raising the foot on the bench or by adding weight or both. 3. TRX Power PullThe TRX Power Pull trains one-way rear strength combined with rotational strength and control. And it takes the upper back muscles through a wider range of motion to help improve your
shoulder mobility and flexibility. Tips and suggestions on programming This exercise has a lot of moving parts, so make sure you've mastered one hand string variations before doing so. Let your eyes follow the non-running hand as it makes the rotating part of the exercise more effective. It's more of a total body
movement that will get your pulse too.3 sets 10-15 reps of each side4. TRX YIt is a fantastic exercise for correcting poor posture and strengthening the muscles surrounding the shoulder, especially the upper traps and ascending rotators. If you are an athlete who spends a lot of time on overhead, it is necessary to do
exercise. Programming tips and suggestions don't fall into the trap of shrugging the upper traps. Prevent this by keeping your shoulders down and your chest up and standing tall. If you feel it's at the top of the trap make these adjustments. It's a great workout for 8-10 reps and as an accessory exercise. TRX Face pull
with external rotationIt's a great exercise to strengthen the posterior deltoids, external shoulder rotators (Infraspinatus), and romboid muscles of the upper back. This is a catch of all exercises for the upper back. And it's a good change of pace from the usual changes to pull the face. Tips and programming
SuggestionsResist pulling from the top trap during the face pull part of this exercise. Again, keep your shoulders down and chest all the time. Don't prepare the outer part of the rotation. Only go as far as your shoulders will allow. Do this as part of your workout for 10 reps. Packing upThe upper back strength and mobility
is essential for a stronger big 3 and for shoulder health. And although it's not a mirror muscle, it helps these muscles look and feel better. You will neglect the upper back at your own risk. Today's guest post focuses on an amazing piece of fitness equipment that you may have heard of, and perhaps already own! I'm a big
fan of anytime, anywhere exercises, and TRX is a high quality, portable piece kit (also known as a suspended trainer that certainly fits into that philosophy. You'll love trying them! - Ellie Are you a TRX expert or just now realizing that these yellow straps are in the gym, it's fitness fitness article for you. TRX straps are a
great way to use your own body weight to become more muscular, more toned, and get in overall better shape. How to prepare for your trx straps workoutWhat allows TRX to work so well, it's ability to increase or reduce the difficulty level of exercise easily. How it works by simply adjusting the body angle when using TRX
belts. The bigger your body is at an angle to the floor, the more difficult the exercise will be. So position your body closer to the floor for more advanced TRX exercises back. Beginners should position themselves with a slight recline on the back, so they are closer to that vertically. And, even in the middle of the set, if you
feel like your muscles are tired, you can adjust the angle to finish the final reps. It will be great for really developing muscles. Before you get to work with these TRX exercises for your back, make sure you set your TRX with a strong, overhead anchor point. It should be between 7 and 9 feet off the ground. There are many
options for anchor points that will be pretty much dictated by your environment. Opportunities include from railings, gaming bars, ceiling or above the door. Most importantly, the chosen anchor point should be strong enough to hold a load that is heavier than your own body weight. Back exercises with TRXThere are a lot
of great TRX exercises out there, but this article will talk specifically about the eight TRX back exercises that you should be doing. It will highlight several different movements like the TRX low row, and the TRX high row to work the upper body, and even a couple of lower back stretches. So take advantage of these
different TRX exercises and use them in your next TRX workout back. By the way, if you're after a simple body weight workout that you can do at home (without any equipment), grab it through the button below. FREE Bodyweight Workout Download (This post includes affiliate links for which I can earn a commission at
no extra cost to you) TRX Back Exercise - Low Deltoid FlyThis specific EXERCISE TRX will focus on the upper back and shoulder area, particularly traps and delts. He's going to use the fly's reverse motion to help isolate those muscles. When performing this exercise, really focus on controlling the speed of your
movements. Exercise Directions: With a handle in each hand, you are going to bend backwards. Your palms should be drawn to each other with your hands completely extended. From this position, you are going to pull yourself up and down, bringing your hands in reverse flight motion. As you do this, pinch the shoulder
blades together. Once on top, lower yourself back down at a controlled speed. This completes one TRX Split Deltoid Fly ExerciseSuit to previous exercise, exercise, The TRX back exercise is going to isolate and hit the upper back and shoulders at a slightly different angle. This exercise will have you go up and down with
your hands and not from the side. It's the same concept, just moving your hand at a different angle to work muscles. Exercise Directions: With a handle in each hand, you are going to bend backwards. Start with your palms facing each other with your hands out completely extended. From this position, you are going to
pull yourself up and forward, bringing your right hand straight up and your left hand straight down. As you do this, pinch the shoulder blades together. Once you get to the top, lower yourself back down in controlled traffic. This completes one repetition. Continue this pattern for the desired number of reps, but make sure
you switch which hand goes up and down each time. TRX Mid Row ExerciseThis TRX body string exercise will focus on the middle of the back, but it's also going to highlight shoulder and biceps muscles as well. With beautiful, controlled movements and the right body angle, you will really be able to challenge yourself
with this TRX exercise. Exercise Directions: Grab the TRX handle on each side (palms facing each other) and then lower yourself backwards at the appropriate angle, with straight hands. To pull yourself back up, bring your hands to your chest by bending at your elbows. Your knuckles should be almost touching at the
top position. From here, lower yourself back into controlled motion. Continue this model for the desired amount of repetition. TRX One-Armed Mid Row ExerciseAnother A great way to make TRX back exercises more challenging is to use just one hand. So while it's the same as the TRX string exercises above, it will only
allow you to use one hand at a time. This will really allow you to be able to isolate and develop your upper back. Exercise Directions: Take one of the strap handles with your right hand. Now lean back at the appropriate angle of complexity. From here, pull yourself back up and hold on to the top for a short second before
lowering yourself back down. Continue this pattern for the desired number of reps and then switch to your left hand to repeat one hand string on that side. FREE Bodyweight workout DownloadTRX Power Pull ExerciseThis TRX high-range exercise will really allow you to develop upper back muscles as you are going to
use just one arm at a time. It will also help build your core muscles as well. And, as with most TRX exercises, just by adjusting the angle of your body, you'll be able to find the right level of difficulty for this exercise. Exercise Directions: Start by grabbing one of the straps with your right hand. From here, bend over and
open your body so that the left hand returned Now, pull yourself back up with your right hand, and as you do, bring your left hand up and forward as you rotate in your core. Lower yourself back to the original position and repeat. After the desired number of repetitions, switch with your right hand to your left hand and
repeat. TRX Overhead Squat Exercise This TRX exercise will focus on the back, but it will also include squat as well. It will be similar to traditional overhead squats, but it is much safer for your body. Exercise Directions: Grab the TRX handles and lift them directly above your head. Keeping the tension on the straps, lean
back a little. Now lower yourself down into a squat position (keep the straps tight all the time) and then stand back up. Continue this model for the desired number of reps. TRX Hip Hinge StretchA is a big part of what defines flexibility in the back as tight hips. If they are tight, it will usually lead to a stiff lower back as well.
This TRX exercise will be more of a stretch than a rep count, but it will help with keeping your back loose. Exercise Directions: You are going to start by standing straight up and down with your hands in the handles. Then you are going to lean forward at the waist while you raise your arms above your head. As you do
this, you are going to keep the tension on the straps with your hands and will sit back with your hips. This will allow your back and hips to get a nice, full stretch. TRX Lower Spin StretchThis TRX backstretch is going to allow your body weight to do all the work for you. All you have to do is find a good angle, twist and then
let gravity do the job. This stretch is the perfect weakening after performing exercises like the TRX low row and the TRX back row. It's also a great stretch to add to your regular stretching routine before or after your workout. Exercise Directions: Grab on the handle on each side and then start sitting back, bending at the
waist. While you're doing this, keep your feet straight. Once you find a comfortable position, start slowly rotating your torso and feel the stretch on either side of your lower back. Hold this position for as long as necessary and then lift yourself back up. 8 TRX Back Exercises that you have to doWhy you are looking to mix
your workouts or just want to try something new, TRX exercises are a great tool. And as you can see from this list of TRX back exercises, you'll be able to work on more than one muscle group at a time. This list was all about developing and strengthening your back, but most exercises included secondary muscle groups
as well. For example, TRX strings work in the back, posteri life and biceps, which, depending on your goals, can mean that you Skip the isolated bicep TRX exercises in general. It's This. Allow you to maximize your gym time better. TRX suspension trainers retail at around $169.95. (Check the latest prices and availability
on Amazon). So take advantage of all these great TRX exercises! Maybe you even want to team them up with a great full body jump rope workout routine? And if you have any questions or reviews, please feel free to share below in the comments. Disclaimer: This article contains affiliate links. This means that if you
make a purchase after clicking on one of these recommended link provider services as an insurance broker, or travel agent, I can earn a commission - no extra charge for you. For my full disclosure, please see my DISCLAIMER page. Page.
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